Let {</>n}¡JÍ, be a positive increasing sequence and <t>nf(n) decrease. We ask what exact conditions on {<j>") make \\f -Sn(f)\\/E"(f) bounded? The present paper will give a complete answer to it.
In Fourier analysis, it is always an interesting question whether or not the approximation by partial sums of a continuous function can achieve the best approximation rate in uniform norm. It is well known that (cf. [Zyg]) (1) \\f-Sn(f)\\ = 0(log(n + l)En(f)),
where E"(f) is the best approximation by trigonometric polynomials of degree n . We also know that (cf. [Zyg] ), in general, the factor log(« + 1) in (1) cannot be removed. However, people always hope that, for f(x) in some subclass of C2l[ (especially in those which can be easily characterized like continuous functions with restricted Fourier coefficients), one can obtain some better estimates, preferably,
(2)_ \\f-Sn(f)\\ = 0(En(f)).
One result in this direction is due to [NeRi] showing that \\f-Sn(f)\\<4eEn(f) holds for every function / e C2n with decreasing and logarithmically concave Fourier coefficients (that a sequence a" is logarithmically concave means that it satisfies a2 >an+xan-X for every n).
At the same time, we can easily see that for / e C2n with positive Fourier coefficients, consequently for / e C2n with monotone Fourier coefficients, \\f-Sn(f)\\ = 0(cok(f,n-x)), k>l, obviously holds, where cok(f, t) is the modulus of smoothness of order k of f(x), and the O in the above inequality depends upon k only (the same result also holds for odd continuous functions of period 2n by a little more complicated arguments). Probably from this point of view, [Xie] asked Problem XI. Does there exist a positive constant M such that, for every function / e C2n with positive Fourier coefficients and all n-1,2,... ,
Later, in a seminar, Xie asked further Problem X2. Does there exist a positive constant M such that, for every function / e C2n with decreasing Fourier coefficients and all « = 1,2,...,
A little surprisingly, [Zho] constructed a counterexample showing that there exists a function / e C2n with strongly monotone Fourier coefficients (which means that nf(n) decreases, in symbol, nf(n) J.) such that Ums"p!tftça>o. n-oo log nE"(f)
This gave a negative answer to Problem X2 as well as to Problem X1. Some natural questions now arise: What kinds of strong monotonicity conditions on Fourier coefficients can guarantee (2)? Is there any counterexample which satisfies nsf(n) j for sufficiently large s > 0 (the counterexample given in [Zho] does not satisfy this condition) but makes ||/-S"(f)\\/E"(f) unbounded? One can easily verify a trivial example that if q"f(n) j for some q > 1, then (2) holds. Therefore, a general statement of the problem must be as follows. Let O = {4>n}£Li be a positive increasing sequence and 4>"f(n) [. Then what are exact conditions on {</>"} which make \\f -S"(f)\\/En(f) bounded? The present paper will give a complete answer to this question. We always let C indicate some positive absolute constant which is not necessarily the same in every different occurrence.
Result and proof
Given e > 0. Assume í> = {(f>n}"xLx is a positive increasing sequence. Write L"(0, e) to be the maximum length of string of Wk+x/MlZl not exceeding 1 + e, namely, Ln(<¡>, e) = max {k-j+1: (f>j+x/(pj < 1 + e, X<j<k<n-X 4>j+2/4>j+x <l+e, ... , (f>k+x/(pk < 1 + e}, in case there is no (pj+x/(pj < 1 + e for 1 < / < n-1, we simply set Ln(<S>, e) -0. Since L"+X(Q>, e) > Ln(<S>, e), we may define the limit L(<S>, e) = lim L"(<D, e).
n-*oo Define J7+ = < / e C2n : f ~ ^2 f(n)cos nx ' 4nf(n) i > and &E = {feC2n: ||/-SB(/)|| = 0(En(f))}.
We have the following result. Proof. Since <f>n is positive and increasing, there is a constant c > 0 such that (p" > c for all n = 1, 2, ... . Without loss of generality we therefore assume </)" > 1 for all n = 1,2,....' From Lemma 1, we have three sequences {«/}, {m¡} , and {S¡} making (3) be satisfied. Then we may also assume o¡ < 1/e2 and 3 < m¡ < n¡ for I = 1,2, ... . We construct the required counterexample by induction. Let /(0) be any positive number and /( 1 ) = 1. Given f(k), we have the following two cases. Case 1. k ^ n¡, n¡+ 1, ... , n¡ + m¡, I = 1,2, .... In this case, we simply set
Case 2. k = n¡ for some I. Now we construct f
Clearly, by condition (5), for / = 1, 2, ... , n/+Mi (7) g'/(fc)<^)<^l, while by conditions (4) and (6), for k ^ n¡ + 1, n¡ + 2, ... , n¡ + M¡ -1,
Altogether, £n*Lo f(n) < °° > which means / e C2n . We check that
(by (7), (8) Proof. Given n > 1. Since L(0, £n) = 0(1), say, L(0, e0) < M, we have a sequence {«/} C {n + 1, n + 2, ...} such that 0 < n¡ -n -1 < M, 0 < "i+x -n¡ < M, and 
